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0. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to prove the existence of a Lipschitz solution for 
nonlinear obstacle problems with quadratic growth in the gradient and 
Signorini’s boundary conditions. For the linear Signorini’s problem, 
existence and regularity results have been given by Brezis [S], and by 
Hanouzet and Joly [13]; in particular, the last two authors apply a dual 
estimation technique, consisting of estimating the conormal derivative of 
the solution as a measure on the boundary. For the nonlinear Signorini’s 
problem of the type considered in this paper, no existence results for weak 
solutions are known; the only results available are due to Frehse [lo], and 
refer to the interior regularity of arbitrary bounded weak solutions. 
To obtain the existence of a (Lipschitz) weak solution in the present 
nonlinear quadratic case, global estimates up to the boundary are needed. 
Let us remark incidentally that C’ regularity up to the boundary of the 
weak solution was previously obtained by da Veiga [2], da Veiga and 
Conti [3], by Giaquinta and Modica [15], using a direct variational 
approach; however, they only allow a sublinear growth in the gradient. In 
this case the existence of weak solutions can be obtained by standard 
methods. Our proof of the existence of a weak solution, in the case of 
quadratic growth in the gradient, relies on an a priori estimate up to the 
boundary of the Lipschitz norm for C’ n Hz arbitrary solution u, which is 
obtained in Section 3. We at first estimate the derivatives of u in the interior 
of the domain and its tangential derivatives on the boundary, adapting the 
differential quotient technique of Frehse to the present situation in which 
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the nonlinear term H(., U, p) is only assumed to be continuous in (u, p) (see 
(1.2)). The conormal derivative on the boundary is then estimated by 
adapting the linear dual estimate of Hanouzet and Joly to the quadratic 
nonlinear operator of our case, which is done in Section 2. The existence of 
a Lipschitz weak solution u is then obtained by a suitable approximation 
technique (see Sect. 4). 
To investigate further regularity proprieties of such a solution, we can 
use the Cl,” regularity result given by Caffarelli for the linear case; however, 
we apply this result to the present case in a slightly generalized form, see 
Section 5, in which the obstacle is not assumed to belong to Hz*” but only 
to C’xB. Let us finally remark that recently a Cl,” regularity result for the 
solution of Signorini’s problem with smooth obstacles has been obtained 
by Kinderlehrer [ 171; in this paper H is supposed to be 0, but the coef- 
ficients aV (see (1.1)) can depend on the gradient. 
1. RESULTS 
Let Q be a bounded open subset of RN, N B 1, with a smooth boundary 
r. Let u,EL~(Q), i,j=l,..., N be functions such that for all 5 E RN, 
2 a&x) titj> VI 5 1’ a.e. in Q, v > 0. (1.1) 
lj= 1 
We define the operator A: H’(Q) + (H’(Q))’ by setting 
(1.2) 
for arbitrary U, UE H’(Q) and the operator L: H’(Q) + H-‘(Q), formally 
written as 
by restricting UE HA(Q) in the identity above. 
We recall that H’(Q) denotes the Sobolev space of all functions, which 
are square integrable in 52 together with their first-order distribution 
derivatives, HA(Q) the subspace of all functions of H’(Q) vanishing on r, 
(H’(Q))’ the dual space of H’(Q) and H-‘(Q) the dual of HA(Q). Let 
H(x, U, p) be a given function of x E Q, u E R, p E RN, which is measurable 
in x for fixed (u,p)cRxRN, continuous in (u, p) for a.e. XGQ and such 
that 
lH(x> u>P)I GK(l+ 1~1~) 
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for a.e. x E 9, all (u, p) E R x RN with 1~1 < C, the constant K above possibly 
depending on C. 
Now let us suppose that a measurable function + is given, such that 
finL”(Q)#@, where 
K@= (vEH’(SZ);ud*a.e.inn}. 
and let us consider the following variational inequality: 
(Au, 0 -u) + s H(x, u(x), Du(x))(u(x) -u(x)) dx 20R 
(1.3) 
vu E K” n L”(Q), 24 E K” n L”(Q). 
In order to prove the existence of a Lipschitz solution u of (1.3) we make 
the following additional assumptions on the coefficients of L, 
a, E fP”(L2) i,j= l,..., N, (1.4) 
and we assume furthermore that 
I) E W”(c2) (1.5) 
and that there exists a Lipschitz subsolution @ of the problem, that is a 
function @ such that 
@ < $ a.e. in Q (1.6) 
such that 
A@ + H(., @, D@) < 0 in H’(Q))‘. (1.7) 
Then we have 
THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions (l.l), (1.2), (1.4)-(1.7), there exists 
a so&ion UE H’y”(SZ) of problem (1.3), satisfying the additional condition 
u 3 @ a.e. in Q. 
Remark 1. We observe that (1.6), (1.7) hold if there exists K< Min, Ic/, 
such that H(x, K, 0) d 0. If 
N(x,u,p)u>,-K,+IIuj’-K,IpJ2, II > 0, 
such a K exists and depends only on I, K,. The assumptions (1.6), (1.7) 
(existence of a subsolution @ of (1.3) have some connection with similar 
assumptions considered in [ 10, 81). 
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Remark 2. The problem with two obstables $r, @2~H1@(SZ), 11/i < tiZ 
in 8, can be dealt with by combining the methods of this paper with those 
of [19]; in this case the assumption (1.6) can be dropped. 
Remark 3. By the same methods used here one can prove the existence 
of a locally Lipschitz solution of the Dirichlet problem, without differen- 
tiability assumptions on H(x, U, p); for regular H(x, U, p), the local 
Lipschitz continuity of weak solutions has been proved by Frehse [lo]. 
In Section 2 we give the proof of a general dual estimate and in Section 3 
we obtain an a priori estimate of the Lipschitz norm of regular solutions. 
Both results are used in the proof of Theorem 1, given in Section 4. Finally, 
in Section 5, we consider further regularity results. 
We wish to thank Frehse for stimulating discussions on the topic of this 
paper. 
2. DUAL INEQUALITIES 
Let V= H’(Q) n L”(Q), V0 = HA(fl)n L”(Q). We first give a topol- 
ogical definition of the conormal derivative associated with A, by means of 
a Green’s formula for topological duals. 
LEMMA 1. Let u E V, Lu E B’, where V, c V c B and 9(Q) is dense in B. 
There exists a unique FE B’ and a unique y,u E (H”2(F) n L”(T))’ such that 
<Au, v>v,v= <F, v).:,+ (YOU> YOV), 
Vv E V (yO = trace operator, ( , ) r is the duality product between 
H”‘(r) n L”(T) and its dual). 
For @ E H”*(r) n L”(T), let us set 
Y(Q)= (Au, v>v,v- <Lu, v>,:,, y,v=@, VE v. 
We observe that .Y(@) depends only on @. We will prove now that Z(G) 
is linear continuous on H”‘(r) n L”(T). It is sufficient to select a linear 
continuous extension @ -+ 8 from Z-P2(r) n L”(f) to H’(Q) n L”(a) = V. 
Such an extension is given by 
Then. 
-A$==, yo8=@. 
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where OE (H”*(r) nL”(f))‘. As to the uniqueness, let F,, F2 E B’ and 
(TV, (r2 E (H”‘(r) n L”(T)), be such that 
(Au, v> y’v= (F,, v).:,+ (a,, v>r 
= CF2, v).,,,+ (~2, V>P 
Then 
(F, -F2, v).,,,=O Vv E 9(sZ) -F, = F,, 
(0, -cz, v),=O Vu E (fP2(f) n L”(f)), 
that implies O, = cr2. 
Remark 1. If B= Lp(Q), p > 1, QE C(o), UE C’(Q), then y,u is the 
conormal derivative according to the usual definition. 
We give now a Green’s formula in the order duals. Let V*( V,*) be the 
order dual of V( V,,), VT(( V,) T) be the set of nonnegative vectors in 
V*( V,*), p: (H’(Q)nL”(Q)), +(Hh(SZ)nLm(Q)) be the transpose of the 
injection of HA(Q) n L”(Q) into H’(Q) n L”(Q). 
Let 
O+ = {,f~ ( VO)T; ~FE VT with pF=f}. 
As in [ 12, 131, we define forf + E 0 + a positive continuous minimal exten- 
sion 7tf + by 
(~f+>v>“.,.= sup (ff, ~)"&Vo VVE v, v>o. ut v() 
O<U<L. 
Let 0 = 0 + - 0 + and, for each f E 0, let 
Let us denote by rc@ the subspace of V* generated as above. 
Now we list some proprieties illustrating the connections between the 
order duals and the space 0: 
(1) V,*-O#d. 
(2) p is a Riesz homomorphism from V* onto 0, i.e., 
pF* = (pF) + FE V* 
pv*=o. 
(3) rc is a Riesz homomorphism from 0 into V* and p&3 = 0; 
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(4) rc0 is a band in V*, i.e., 
(a) fe@, GE V*, IGI d Izfl *GET&, 
(b) ~0 contains the upper bound of each its subsets bounded 
in V*. 
(5) V* = n@ @ yA(H”*(Z) n L”(T))*, where @ denoes the ordered 
direct sum. 
For the proof of (1) we can use the same argument of [ 13, Ex. 1.41. The 
proofs of (2)-(5) are analogous to those given in [13, Propositions 1.2, 1.4 
and Theorem 1; 14, Appendix] since those proofs only use the structure of 
V and V,, as vector lattices and the structure of V*, V,* as complete vector 
lattices (for the latter property see [18, pp. 212,228]). 
We only give the proof of (5). We observe, that, V* being a complete 
vector lattice and 7~0 a band in V*, we have V* = rc0 + nQ1, where ~0’ is 
the band of all elements in V* disjoint from rc0 (i.e., z E ~0 o 
inf(lzl, [xl)=0 Vx~rcO, [18, p. 2101). By the definition of rcQ, rc0’ is con- 
stitued by the elements in V*, vanishing on V,*. 
Since y0 is a Riesz isomorphism of V/V, onto H”‘(r)nL”(T), the 
transpose ‘yO is a Riesz isomorphism between (H”‘(r)nL”(T))* and 
rcQ1. 
LEMMA 2. Let u E V, Au E V*; then there exists a unique @, E ( H”2(IJ n 
L”(T))*, such that 
Au = nLu + ‘yoQu, 
and, z~LuEL’(Q), Qu=yuu. 
By (2), we have 7cpAu E ~0. We consider now 
Au - ~pAz.4. (2.1) 
We can easily see, by the definition of p, that pAu = Lu (EC?). By the 
definition of rc (2.1) vanishes on Vo, hence (2.1) is in ~0~. Thus from (5), 
we have 
Au-nLu=‘y,@,,, 
where @, E (H”‘(r) n L”(T))*. 
From (2.2) we have 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
If Lu E L’(Q), we have, by the definition of rc, 
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then 
(2.4) 
From (2.4) and Lemma 1 we have 
THEOREM 2. Let u be a solution of (1.5) and suppose A$ E V*, L$ E 
L’(Q); we have LUE L’(0) and 
0 A (LIc/ + H(., $, D$)) d Lu + H(., u, Du) < 0 
in L’(0), where A denotes the infimum in the almost everywhere sense, 
(y,$) A O<youdO in (H”‘(r) n L”(T))*, 
where r denotes the infimum in the order dual qf H’12(IJ n L”(T). 
By the same methods of [lo], we find 
0 A (All/ + H(., II/, D$)) < Au + H(., u, Du) ~0 in V*. (2.5) 
From (2.5), being L’(Q) c V*, we have Au E I/*. We decompose now the 
inequality (2.5) on ~0 and 7~0~ using Lemma 2, and we obtain 
OA (L~+H(.,~,D~)~Lu+H(.,u,Du)~O 
0 A @,<@p,,<o. 
Since L$ E L’(Q), we then find LUE L’(Q), y,$ = @&, you= $, and 
3. AN ESTIMATE OF THE LIPSCHITZ NORM OF SOLUTIONS IN C'n HZ 
Let u E C’(Q) n H’(Q) be a solution of (1.5)), ai, E H’,“(Q), $ E Hz,“($). 
LEMMA 3. We have, .x0 E a, 
.F IVu(x)l* Ix-.~~l~-~dxbo(R), (3.1) BR(“cl) nn 
where w(R) -+ 0 for R + 0 depends only on (lull Lx. 
The proof is the same as that of Lemma 1.1 in [9]. At points x0 E r an 
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additional reflection argument is needed, to prolongate the a;‘s and to 
define the Green function of the problem. 
Now let us fix x0 ~52. We consider the regularised Green function 
G, , p > 0, and the coefficients ag, as done in [9]. Let 5 E C:(Q), [ >O, 
c = 1 on a neighbourhood of x,,. 
We denote 
Die(x) = 
w(x + he,) - o(x) 
h ’ 
k = I,..., N, h > 0. 
We observe now that 
‘h + = u + &hD; h([2G,(hD$ - hM) + ) E Ii+ 
CM= ll’f%,m + 1) for E d E&, [) and 0 < h d h,. By choosing U: as test 
function, we have 
f CavDju, D, hCDi(i2Gp(Df~ - W + ))L2 
r,j= I 
+ (H(-, u, Du), D, h[Dj(C2G,(Dh,~- M) + )l)L2 3 0. 
Since aiie H’,“(Q) an d u E C’(Q) n H2(Q), by taking the limit as h + 0 we 
find 
- H(., u, Du), DJ#~G,(D,u - M) + ))Lz d 0. 
Consider now the first term; by the same methods of [9] we have 
f (Dda,,DjuL D;(12G,(D,u-JW + ))L2 
id = 1 
2; j lDD,ul+ G,i’dx 
R 
where 
+ I B,I - ’ jBp i2(D/c u - W + dx 
-K, Ili(Dk~-W+ llLz-K,> 
lDD,ul+ = lDD,ul if Dku3M 
=o otherwise. 
(3.2) 
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For the second term we have 
<k, 1 (1 + IDA2)(i2G,~ P,(D,u)l+ R 
+ i’ IVG,I P,u - MI + + 21 IN G,(D,u - W + dx 
<K,., ! (1 + IDu14 C*G, dx n 
+co s IWD,u)l+ i2G, dx a 
+K2llU44+ll4 U+IW*)WG,,l 
R 
+K,lliV’~W+ll,~~ U+IDu12)G,dx 
D 
(We denote now by j, the integration on supp(c)) 
&o i‘ IWD,u)l+ i2G,, dx n 
+ K;(l + IlD4l;x) j-, (1 + IW) IDG,I dx 
+ G II Wull Lx. 
From (3.2), (3.3), and Lemma 3 we have 
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(3.3) 
+K;I~,,l-1~~~i21(~~~~-~)+12~x 
-48, Il~Dull~, < K. (3.4) 
We consider now the case xOe r; in this case we can suppose 
~c{x,=O}inaneighbourhood~ofxo,~n~c{x,~O},a,,=O,i#N 
on Tn N [ 111, and we define the Green function in x0 by a reflection on 
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the aV. By the same methods used above we have (3.4) for k= l,..., N- 1; 
for the case k = N it is sufficient to observe that from dual inequalities 
lD,ul d II$IIH1.’ on TniV; 
then for 0 <h 6 he, (0%~ -M) + = 0 in a neighbourhood of Z-n m, then we 
have (3.4) for k = N, with supp(<) c fl (in this case B, = {Ix-x0 d p} A 
{xN > O}. From (3.4) we have 
K4 lB,l --‘j c2 1(&u-M)+12dx 
BP 
648, lliDull:z + K; (3.4’) 
then passing to the limit as p -+ 0, 
KI,I(D,u-M)+12(xg)~4~, IIDull2,~+K. 
Analogously we have 
K: I(D,u+M)~12 (x,)<~E, Il~~21/~~cn,+K 
then 
K, ID,u12(x&4q IIDull~~+K+~2. 
Summing up for k = l,..., N we have 
K; lDu12 (x,)<~E, llDulltz+K+M. 
By choosing x0 such that (Dul (x0) = Max,,n (Dul we obtain finally 
IIW Lx < Kb, 
and we observe that Kb depends only on I(a,I/,+, M, 111,Il H~.l, and llull L=. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let $ E H2,00, USE H’s”(O) and let UE C’(Q)n H2(Q) 
he a solution of (1.5) then 
ID4 d Kb in Q, 
where Kb depends only on I( Ic/ I H~,3L, IlaJl H~.l, v, I/ uII Lz. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1. We first suppose that for all C > 0 there exists 
K = K, > 0 such that 
I~(x,~,~)-~(x,v,q)l~K,(l~-~l+Ip-~ql), (4.1) 
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if Iu/, 1~1, IpJ, 141 <C. For arbitrary m >O we set 
z,(t) = t, Itl cm, 
=m, t>m, 
z-m tc -m, 
%AP) = MP,H Vp E RN, 
ff,&, u, P) = ~,,(WX, z,,(u), G(P)). 
Let $,,, be a sequence in H2,“(Q) such that 
lim $,, = $ in H’,P(Q) Vl <p< +a, 
,n + 1 
/I~,,~l/fi’.~ d c, ti,, 2 ti. 
We observe that there exists C, > 0 such that 
B,,=A$H,(.;, .I + c,,,: ff’(Q) -+ (H’(Q)), 
is uniformly monotone, i.e., 
(B,u, -B,,,Q, ~11 -uz) 26 1101 -~,ll$,~~ 6 > 0. 
Consider now the variational inequality 
( B,,, ii,,, 2 U-G,,,) 3 (C,,,z, c-ii,,,) Vu E pm, ii,,, E pm. (4.2,,) 
LEMMA 4. Let 17, he the solution qf (4.2,,,), with z 3 @. Then, 
@ d ii,, Vm >, m,. 
We observe that there exists m,>O such that for m >m, 
H,(x, Q(x), D@(x)) = H(x, D(x), D@(x)). (4.3) 
Let v = 27,n + (ii,, - @) ; we have 
<B,kn, (ii, - @) ~ > 2 Cnr<z, (fim - @I - >, 
then 
Sll(fi,,- @)- ll$,l<B,@, -(q,,-@Ip) 
d Cm(Z, -(urn-@)-). 
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From (4.3) we have, for m 3 mo, 
f3 Il(cn - @)-Ij;,dc,<z-@, -(ii,-@)-)<O, 
thus I.&,, 3 @. 
We denote now U, = S,(z), C= (u E L”(Q), @ 6 u 6 Sup,,, $m}, 
m>m,. 
We observe that S,: C-+ C and S, is continuous for the L”-norm. 
Since H,(. , . , . ) is bounded, by using the dual inequalities and the result of 
[S], we obtain, that S,,,(C) is a bounded set in C’(O), then there exists a 
fixed point U, E C’(O) of S, in C. We remark that U, is a solution of the 
variational inequality, 
(AU,, u-urn)+ I ff,(x, u,(x), MU, - u,(x)) dx 2 0 R 
vu E Pm, u, E em. (4.4,) 
We know that U, E C’(a) and it is uniformly bounded with respect to m. 
Hence, from Proposition 1, 
l/%llH’.~~ 6 Kb, (4.5) 
where K. does not depend on m. Therefore, we can easily prove that 
lim, + co p,,, = ZJ in HA(Q) then 
lim u,,, = u in H’.P(Q), 1 <p< +co, 
m--rcz 
(4.6) 
IIUll/+. <Kb. 
Passing to the limit in (4.4,) we have that u is a solution of (1.5). We 
observe finally that Kb does not depend on K,. in (4.1). 
We consider now the general case. There exists a sequence { H,(x, U, p)} 
such that 
IH,(x, u,P)I dK+K, IPI’ 
Iff,(-G u>P)-ffH,(x, JJV s)l GK,,(lu--I + IP-4/), 
lim H,(x, u, P) = Wx, 4 P), n-+x 
for almost all x E 52, uniformly on bounded sets of RN+ ’ and moreover 
ff,(x, 4 P) G wx, u, P) 
for 1~1, IpI < JI@/I+” + 1. We have 
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Consider the variational inequality 
(4c u - u, > + i HA& u,(x), hl(x)Nu(x) - u,(x)) fix 2 0 R 
(4.7”) 
(4.7,) has a solution U, such that 
(4.8) 
then we can suppose, as before, 
lim U,=U in H1-P(Q), l<p<+co, 
n-x 
Ilu,/I ff1.r < Kb. 
Passing to the limit in (4.7,), we have that u is a solution of (1.5). 
5. FURTHER REGULARITY RESULTS 
From Theorem 1 we can easily deduce the following results. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, if $ E H’(Q)n 
H’,“(Q), there exists a solution un H2(Q)n H’*“(Q) of problem (1.3), 
satisfying the additional condition u > @ a.e. in 0. 
Since $ E H’-“(Q), there exists a solution U> @ of (1.3), UE H1,“, hence 
H(., u(.), D~(.))EL~(SZ). 
Being $ E H’(R), we have [S] UE H2(Q). 
COROLLARY 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, if a, E H*@(Q) and 
+!I E C1-a(a) a,< CI < 1, LX,, E (0, 1) suitable, then there exists a solution 
UE C’x”(fi), /IE (0, l), of (1.3) satisfying the additional condition u > d> a.e. 
in Q. 
To prove Corollary 2 we first give an improvement of the result of [7], 
relative to the linear case. 
Consider the variational inequality 
(Au,v-u> QfMC+4W~, I VGIP; UEP, (5.1) 
where fELm(SZ). 
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PROPOSITION 2. If USE H2~“(Q), II/ E C’+(~), CQ, < a < 1, tag suitable. 
Then any bounded solution u of (5.1) belongs to C’,a(a). 
We first prove an approximation lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let II/ be in C1-a(Q), c1 E (0, 1). Then there exists a sequence 
(I&,} c C”(Q) such rhat 
ll$.llc~~ en’-’ Il~llc~.~ (5.2) 
iI*, - $11 LzLCnp”+E’ I\+\l~k. (5.3) 
We can prove the result in the case 52 = RN, $ E C1,“(RN nH’-“(RN). Let 
p be a function in C”(RN) with support in the ball B, and s p(y) dy = 1; 
we denote 
PA Y) = n “dw). 
We define 
$,@I= P,(Y) $(x-Y)~Y s 
‘I, = tclc/,’ + ti, 12 
We have 
I+n(X) - tw)l = / j P,(Y) 
‘Kx + Y) - W(x) + Ii/(x -VI dy 
2 
Moreover we have 
We introduce the convex set 
i? = {v E H’(R), v < rl/ a.e. in T}. 
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We consider the linear variational inequality 
(Au+Au, u-u)>O, VVER+, z&i?, A>O. (5.4) 
If rc/ E C’(Q), we have UE C’.y(D), y E (0, 1) suitable [7]. 
Now let $ be in C”“(Q), {$n} be the sequence considered in Lemma 5 
and U, the solution of (5.4) relative to Ic/,,. 
We have, [7, IS], 
then 
Iu(x+h)-2u(x)+u(x-h)l ~Cn’~“Ihl’+7+2Cn~“+“‘. 
By choosing a suitable n, we have 
(u(x + h) - 2u(x) + u(x - A)( < C(hl’1+~v2(’ +a’. 
Also we have easily u E H’,=(Q), then u E C’,“(a) for CI 2 a0 = 2/( 1 + y) - 1, 
where 6 = (1 + y)/2( 1 + a) - 1 ([6, Corollary 3.4.9 p. 2021 proving for the 
boundary at first that the tangential derivatives are Holder continuous and 
then proving the Holder continuity of the normal derivative). 
Consider now the variational inequality (5.1). If $ E H*,“(Q), we have 
from the dual inequalities Lu E Lp(sZ) and 
(f-Lu)(u-$)=O,y,u(u-$)=O. 
The function u is also the solution of the variational inequality 
(Au+lu,u-u>, g(x)(u(x)-u(x))dx, 
s VUEP, UEP, (5.5) R 
where (-) g = Lu + ,k E Lp(sZ), then u E C’,“(n), 6 > 0. 
For II/ E C’,“(a), we consider the sequence {Gn} of Lemma 5 and the 
problems 
(Au,+u,,, v-u,)< 1 /(X)(I)(X) - u,(x)) dx, Vu E tin, u, E K@“, (5.6,) 
Au+u,v-u>, 
ST (x)(Nx) - u(x)) dx, VVEP, llE@, (5.6) R 
where f=f+ Au; a regularization on $ as above now gives the result of 
Proposition 2. 
348 BIROLI AND MOSCO 
We observe that, from Theorem 1 there exists a solution u E H’@(Q) of 
(1.3) with u 3 CD; then H(., U, Du) EL”(Q) and, by Proposition 2, 
u E Cq2). 
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